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About This Game

Welcome to England. Take on the role of a hitman, brought out of retirement by your former boss to help rid the streets of a
mysterious new drug known only as HYPE. Navigating the UK via the night train you are tasked with hunting down HYPE

suppliers and getting paid to drive up the street price of the drug.

Open-World Isometric action. Bleak, moody isometric graphics set the scene as you ride between endless procedurally
generated, open world levels. Explore the streets to find arms dealers, drug dealers, customers and most importantly – the target.

How far can you get? With no limit to the number of HYPE suppliers on the streets, you will take on an infinite number of
procedurally generated levels and an ever-increasing police presence to reach your targets.

Choose the right tools. With up to 6 different weapons to purchase and upgrade, and a vast array of gadgets / equipment, from
tracking devices to drones, you will have to decide how best to spend your earnings to suit your style of play.

Develop your skills. 5 years of lying on the beaches of Thailand (or was it Cambodia?) have left you feeling a bit rusty – with
multiple skills to upgrade keep taking out those targets and you will find your feet in no time.

Welcome to the HYPE Trade. With such a hot insider tip on the rising price of HYPE, why sit on it? Buy and sell the drug at
perpetually increasing prices and make some extra pocket money on the side.
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REcommended - but wait for price drop/sale.
This game is fun - a nice mix of arcade, but with good physics.
Nice wide and open tracks to tear it up on.
No SLI support means I can't have high graphic settings.
And the game should be a bout 50% less than the asking price.
Good game, but too pricey and no SLI ... AGAIN. doesn't change him much, but still good. Like Go, but with guns..
Surprisingly, not bad. Plays smoothly and has all the charm of the original. The additional leagues and seasons add a nice touch
and the management aspect of the game is still quite enjoyable without being over complicated.

My major complaint would be too much importance placed on the injuring of opposition to score. It always fristrated me when I
lost one of my best players in the original and on top of that the opposition gets their goal score from it. Always seemed too
major a penalty and this version has taken it up another notch. Disappointing but I'm finding I'm injuring my opposition much
more than they're injuring me anyway.

The inclusion of online multiplayer would have made me a very happy fan but can't have everything I guess. Bitmap Brothers
please take note though, based on the reviews and the feedback people obviously want it. Please deliver!. I absolutely loved this
game. i hope there's a sequel later. its a fabulous idea. RC cars are a good concept for the genre. Real cars look the same as rc in
a sunt car game. It needs race tracks but the attention to detail in the arenas was excellent.
  * A great addition to your collection if you love stunt racing games. Well done, yet again Kunos. Fantastic DLC, all the cars
feel accurate to what I could imagine them behaving like in real life, and a new track! It seems like out of every DLC pack that
is released, there is always one car that 'clicks' with me. This time it's the AUDI R8 Ultra. This thing is awesome. I am yet to
drive the Hurican GT3 so I won't say that's my final favourite car from the pack, but dayum, it's good :)

$10 for 8 cars + 1 track... that's incredible value for money, considering how hard and time consuming it is to create something
like this.

Would definitely recommend.. Pros of the route:
*High-quality tracks
*Includes the whole BNSF Railway Line from Chicago Union Station-Aurora
*Has almost every single yard and siding according to real life standards
*Comes with scenarios which make the Racetrack live up to its name
*No wheelchair ramps as that is how it is in real life
*Comes with a detailed manual
*Comes with plenty of intermodal and manifest rolling stock

Cons of the route:
*Not the most optimistic rendering, as framerates drop.

Pros of the METX F40PH-3 and Nippon Sharyo Bilevels:
*Accurate modeling for both locomotive and cab car
*Decent sounding P5 Horn for the F40PH-3
*Outstanding K3LA for the Cab Car
*HEP "Screamer" mode for F40PH-3
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*In-cab signaling for both locomotive and cab car
*Exterior braking sounds
*Blended Braking
*Ability to turn on and off the in-cab signaling
*Audible and visible alerter
*Option to turn off alerter

Cons of the METX F40PH-3 and Nippon Sharyo Bilevels:
*Unbranded for both locomotive and rolling stock
*Inaccurate physics
*Crappy-sounding bells for both locomotive and cab car
*Both parts in "All Stops to Aurora" are way too tight on schedule (especially with Fan Railer's Comprehensive Fix)
*Inside the cab car, when an F40PH-3 passes by, there are no prime mover sounds coming from it (may apply to locomotive as
well but I didn't check)
*Draw Distance of sounds are bad
*When releasing the independent brake from the cab car, the train brake sounds instead of the locomotive brake

Pros of the BNSF GP38-2 and rolling stock:
*Accurate modeling for both locomotive and rolling stock
*Two paint jobs: H3 and ex-BN
*Exterior braking sounds for both locomotive and rolling stock
*Outstanding 16-645 naturally aspirated sounds
*Branded for both locomotive and rolling stock
*Decent-sounding bell

Cons of the BNSF GP38-2 and rolling stock0:
*"Chicago Yard Duty" said I did not complete scenario the first time I went through it
*Crappy sounding RS2M (also it should be an RS3)
*Jumpy throttle

There are too many pros and cons for me to say anything so here are the fixes:
METX F40PH-3 and Nippon Sharyo Bilevels:
*Fan Railer's Metra EMD F40PH-3 & Gallery Cab Car Comprehensive Mod (NOTE: IF YOU TRY TO RESTART A
SCENARIO, THE CAB CAR SOUNDS MAY DISAPPEAR; RESTART THE ACTUAL GAME): 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=eVHz1Yb0mFc
*Buzz456's Metra Sinage and Logos:
http:\/\/railworksamerica.com\/index.php\/download-library\/accessories?view=document&id=1858:metra-signage-
logos&catid=24:accessories

BNSF GP38-2 and Rolling Stock:
*BNOV's BN RS3K: http:\/\/www.railworksamerica.com\/index.php\/download-library\/sounds-
enhancements?view=document&id=1815:bn-rs3k&catid=25:sounds

. Played it for a little bit but had to refund it, I personally didn't find this game that fun. I managed to get a ranked 1 global score
with the shotgun on a hardcore map on my first try. it's just not all that fun. Would make a great game for younger children
though. Still will give it a recommend because it's a really nice made game.. Not gonna lie Aura tries to be more like myst.But it
fails with its puzzles and characters.Storyline seems fine.But overall i prefer myst over these series.But that doesnt mean this is a
bad game.Sure it was fun to solve puzzles but they have been so easy after playing myst.
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This is more of a Yes and No review. While yes, the OST is Amazing, its also a No because you have to open the folder for the
game (cough cough Program Files (x86) > Steam > steamapps > Common > Night in the Woods sorry for filler) to get it.. The
controller support is so messed up that I can't recommend this. If you're a keyboard and mouse player, it's fine.. Normal game,
challenges you to fold yourself in many to save everyone.
Recommend if you want something nice to pass time.. GAME OF THE DECADE !! BETTER LOOKING THEN SKYRIM!!
MY PC AND MY MIND WAS BLOWN AWAY !!

Ok now to the serious review :P Ok i like Fist of Awesome !! Its nothing flashy or big here but its a decent and funny old school
brawler ! The controls are fine but better with a controller ;) The gfx are nice old old old old school pixel art :P I say give this
one a go and go and kick a bear in the nards !!. A very simple premise that was fun for awhile but got old really quickly. Maybe
it's better on coop mode but with 1 person it's kinda like playing bomberman with one person. In other words not fun. Didn't try
the level editor but I'm not expecting a ton of community output. Music is nice in a retro way.. What a lovely cute adventure
game.
It's mainly point and click and when things fail, try again. So easy.
There are many funny things that happen when you fail , so FAIL ALOT !
Nice story too, at the end you understand why the game was made and what it's really about !
Watch the credit scenes please !
I want more of these types of games !!!. You will find yourself being chased by police cars whop inexplicabley will be able to
catch you even when you have maxed out your car in permoance specs and going at your top speed. Which would be a problem
ecept that it defeats that "thrill of the chance" feeling by spawning police cars right in front of you after you have
ditched\/escaped the cars from earlier. And you only have access to a small handful of police cars to drive, and they aren't all
that exciting. If you could customize any vehicle to become a police car, it might be a different story, but since you're limited to
just about 1 car per spec, it's not all that exciting. Honestly, I'd say either safe your money, or wait for a 50% off sale.. You have
no idea how many hit points each cat deals. An object has 4 hit points but a cat can take it out in one hit. This game is not as fun
as it seemed.
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